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Travelling around Russia

During the period of
autumn school holidays a
group of pupils of our school
and their teachers travelled to
Kazan. For three days 12
children from 6-7 classes
studied ancient sights, history,
architecture and just relaxed.
Kazan is the capital and
largest city of Republic of
Tatarstan. With a population
more than a million, it is the
eighth most populous city in
Russia. Kazan lies at the
confluence of the Volga and
Kazanka Rivers in European
Russia.
In April 2009, the Russian
Patent Office granted Kazan
the right to brand itself as the
"Third Capital" of Russia. In
2009 it was chosen as the
"Sports capital of Russia" and
it still is referred to as
such. The city hosted many
World Championships and
Universiades. It is one of the
host cities for the 2018 FIFA
World Cup.
In 2005 Kazan celebrated
its Millennium. The city is
amazing! There are many
The impressive Qol-Şärif Mosque
(also transliterated as Kul-Sharif) is
the most important mosque in Tatarstan and one of the largest mosques
in Europe. Previously a mosque
stood in this location until it was destroyed during Russia's conquest of
Kazan. There is even a theory that

the design of this original mosque
might have inspired the design of St
Basil's Cathedral in Moscow which
was built to commemorate the Russian victory. The present mosque
was built between 1997 and 2005
and its opening marked the beginning of Kazan's millennium celebra-

beautiful sights there. We
were in Kazan for the first
time.We
visited
many
interesting places there: the
Kazan
Kremlin,
the
impressive Qol-Şärif Mosque,
Monument to the Architects of
the Kazan Kremlin, Museum
of the History of Tatar
Statehood and the Republic of
Tatarstan and others.
The Kazan Kremlin is a
World Heritage Site. It is
located in the centre of Kazan
on a high peninsular sticking
out into the Kazanka and
Volga Rivers. A fortress has
been in this location since
ancient times but the present
kremlin was built on the
orders of Tsar Ivan the
Terrible after his conquest of
Kazan in 1552. Pskov master
architects were brought in to
construct the 1,800 meters of
walls and 13 towers. Today
the kremlin is the heart of
Kazan and its most famous
sight. In 2000 it was inscribed
on UNESCO’s World Heritage
List.

tions.
Every year Kazan is visited by
more than two million tourists. It is
one of the most beautiful cities of
Russia. We enjoyed our trip to Kazan! It's worth visiting it!
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School life
On December 12, 2017 Cultural
Center of Kashino held a Recitation
Contest "The Power of Russian
Word". Our schoolmates took part in
the contest. Knyazeva Juliana 5B,
Mangasarova Marta, 5B, Belousova
Sofia, 2B, Malysheva Elizaveta, 2B,
recited poems of K. Balmont, A.
Zarubenko, E. Asadov, M.
Kryukov.
Belousova Sofia took the 1st
place. All the participants got
honorary diplomas and books
about our native town, Sysert.

On the 17th of November
we had a great event
dedicated to autumn theme.
Students from 8 to 11 took
part that holiday. Leadings
managed to interest our
public with their
entertaining program.
Judges were fair but not
very strict! All the teams

were awarded for their
activity and amicability.
But the most intriguing
event was choice of Mister
and Miss Autumn. Slava
Filyakin and Katya Kurilo
became the winners of that
contest. The evening ended
with a fun disco!
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School life
World AIDS Day
World AIDS Day, designated on 1 December every
year since 1988, is an international day dedicated to
rising awareness of the AIDS pandemic caused by the
spread of HIV infection and mourning those who have
died of the disease. Government and health officials,
non-governmental organizations, and individuals
around the world observe the day, often with education
on AIDS prevention and control.
On December, 1st, the lesson "STOP HIV infection /
AIDS!", was held for senior students of our school.
38 students took part in it.
Health officer of the Department of Sverdlovsk region Kutuzov Z. K. told the young people about the
ways of HIV transmission, course of disease, methods
of protection.

8 students from the 11th grade participated in the project "Dance4life" ("Dance for life") prepared by the staff
of the city recreation center. The children took part in a
quiz, watched informative videos, and held a flash mob.
"dance4life" is an international project aimed at promoting healthy lifestyle among young people, preserving
and strengthening reproductive health, prevention of
HIV and other socially significant diseases.
Our senior students took an active part in all the school
events devoted to World AIDS Day - 2017.

The red ribbon is the global symbol for solidarity with
HIV-positive people and those living with AIDS.
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School life

On the 26th of November the celebratory concert gathered
young artists of our school. They sang, danced and recited
poems. Everything was imbued with passion, love of art and
the joy of revealing the future stars. The concert allowed its
participants to express their love to the dearest mothers as
well as their fiction, imagination, creativity.
After the concert all the children and their parents visited
the exhibition of photo works, handcrafts and creative works
"My dear, dear mummy".

My mom
Presents
for dear mums

Mom, you’re very special;
I really think you’re great.
On Mother’s Day,
It’s time to say
It’s you I appreciate!
Your love is never ending;
It shows in all you do.
There’s no other mom
In the whole wide world
Who’s half as good as you!
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I love my school!

My favorite lessons
are Music and Art. Our
Music teacher's name is
Elena Vladimirovna.
She sings well and can
play the piano. She is
very kind, active, and
talented teacher. She
teaches us how to sing
in chorus. We often
sing and take part in
school concerts. Elena
Vladimirovna tells us
about famous Russian
and foreign composes
and singers. At the Music lessons we often
listen to modern and
classical music. I adore
music!
Nadya Sanina, 4C

Music

Literature
My favourite teacher is Irina
Victorovna. She is our class’ teacher.
She teaches us Russian, Maths,
Literature, Nature Studies. She is a
smart, cheerful, merry, friendly and
kind person. We go together with her
to the forest, play games there and
organize different competitions. She
came to us two years ago. We love
our teacher very much!
Alexandr Akulinichev, 4C

Art

Our PE teachers Vladimir
8 Friendship № 6 November - December 2017 Valerievich and Aleksandr
Vladimirovich are the best!

I love my school!
English

Technology

At Technology lesson our
girls learn how to sew and
knit. They often cook different salads and soups, sandwiches, burgers and pies. Our
boys learn how to cut wood
with a hand saw, how to use a
hand plane, etc.

Our Technology teachers
Marina Alexandrovna and
Andrey Konstantinivich are
very creative, hard-working
and positive persons. They
teach us how to become prepared for adult life. Now we
can help our parents about
the house. And our girls often give us their meals. We
try them with pleasure!

I really love English lessons!
They are very interesting and
entertaining. Knowledge of
English helps me a lot when I
travel abroad. I can get acquainted and play with children from different countries. I
believe that the English language will help me in the future. My English teacher is the
best!
Olesya Kolyasnikova, 5C

My favourite subject is
English. Nowadays we can
study English in
kindergartens, at schools
and universities. English is
very important. I try to learn
new words by heart, read
books and listen to English
songs. Our English teacher
Elena Vasilievna is very

experienced. At the lesson
we read, write, repeat the
words and learn how to
make questions. I hope that
in my future I will be able to
speak English well. I think
that nowadays all the
people need to know foreign
languages.
Kirill Khvoshch, 4D
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I love my school!

Maths

My favorite school
subject is Maths. A lot of people believe that it is
really hard to understand all the peculiarities which
this subject implies. However, I am sure that Maths
is really easy if you know and learn important things
and understand the general idea of what you do.
Nikita Parfenov, 5C

Biology

My favorite school subject is Biology. I like it very
much! At the lesson we often look at different things
in a microscope. Some time
ago we investigated the
structure of plants, bacteria,
and mushrooms. Our Biology teacher Elena Yakovlevna is a widely-educated
and creative person. She is
very kind and fair. We usually have Biology lesson on
Friday, and I always look
forward to this day of the
week!
Liza Yatsenko, 5C

The teacher
is one of the
most important
professions on
the Earth. My
favourite
teacher is Elena
Sergeevna Novikova.
She
teaches us geography.
Her
lessons are always very interesting and informative.

History
My favorite school
subject is History. I
think that every educated person should
know the history of his/
her country, because in
every country there
were wars and peacetime. We need to respect
our ancestors because
they were brave at wars.
We must do all our best
to prevent wars in the
future!
History is very interesting for me. At the
lesson we learn history
of different times. I
think, to learn historical
events and numerous
dates is not very difficult, but very interesting
and useful.
Lera Bayankina, 6B

Geography

Elena Sergeevna tells us about
different countries, continents, climate and weather. We learned a
lot about the structure of the earth
and the planets of the solar system.
At the lesson she gives not only

A t
school
w
e
study
many
su b jects,
but I
like history most of all.
I pay special attention
to studying World history. I have always
been interested in the
way people lived in the
past, their customs and
traditions, laws and
religions.
Peo ple
should know the history of their country
and other parts of our
planet. I attend History
lessons with great
pleasure. We often
watch films about different
historical
events. Our lessons are
not only interesting,
but very informative,
too. Sometimes it's
hard to study history,
but we need to do it.
Arina Prosvirnina, 6B

the material from the textbook, but
also tells us interesting facts from
life. I really love geography lessons!
Danil Chermyaninov, 6B
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School events

School Recitation Contest

On November, 27 the performance "One day in the
town E" was held in our school. More than 150 pupils
watched it! All the spectators liked it very much! It was
devoted to the basic rules of security.
On December, 4 there was a meeting with the representative of the Chelyabinsk flight school. The young men from 10
-11 grades of our school and schools № 6 and 23 of Sysert
were invited to the meeting. The conversation included some
interesting information about learning process in Chelyabinsk
flight school. The students were shown an interesting video
about Chelyabinsk flight school.

Our talented dancers
from the 5-6 grades took
part in the Open National
Contest “Stone Flower” and
took the 3d place.
Well done!
The falconer Art yom
Tkachenko from the Center for
birds of prey "Holsen" presented
a book "Falconry" (Falconry is
the hunting of wild quarry in its
natural state and habitat by
means of a trained bird of prey).
It is the first Russia's book devoted to the bird hunting. The
authors of the book are O.L.
Malov and V.M. Fedorov.
Artyom Vladimirovich
Tkachenko told the pupils and

their teachers about rare birds from the book. He invited our
of prey and showed them in- schoolmates to the Center for
teresting photos and pictures birds of prey "Holsen".
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Our guests
my native town

Lake Placid. Mirror Lake &
Mt Marcy (right side)

Olympic Center sculpture &
Russian flag

The Village of Lake Placid,
where I live, is in the Adirondack
Mountains of northern New
York. The summit of Mount
Marcy (5344 ft/1628.85 m), the
highest point in New York, is a 9
mile (14.48 km) drive followed
by a 7.4 mile (11.91 km) hike
from the village. New York City
is 288 miles (463.49 km) to the
south, and the Canadian border
about 70 miles (112.65 km) to
the north. Lake Placid is 844.5
miles (1359.09 km) closer to the
equator than Sysert, at about the
same latitude as Sochi. However,
Sochi is at sea level on the Black
Sea whereas Lake Placid is at
1801 feet (548.94 m) in the
Adirondacks. As a result, Lake
Placid's climate is similar to that
of Sysert, with Lake Placid being
a little warmer in the winter and a
little cooler in the summer. The
record low temperature for Lake
Placid is -38.9 °F (-39.4 °C), and
there will be winter days when it
is colder in Lake Placid than it is
in Sysert.
Lake Placid is relatively small,
with a population of 2521. Its
economy is based on tourism,
and there are numerous hotels,
restaurants, and stores in the
village. Many people visit Lake
Placid to spend time on the
mountains and lakes, or to simply
relax. In addition, several annual
summer events can temporarily
increase the area's population by

as many as 10000 people! A
rugby tournament, two horse
shows, and a lacrosse tournament
fill the hotels and restaurants.
The most famous summer event
is the Ironman Lake Placid
triathlon. Athletes competing in
this endurance race swim 2.4
miles (3.86 km), then bicycle 112
miles (180.25 km), and then run a
marathon (26.22 mi/42.20 km),
with no breaks in between. 2194
triathletes finished the 2017 race,
and a Canadian won with a time
of 8:13:53.
Although summertime may be
busier, Lake Placid is most often
thought of as a winter sports
center. Whiteface Mountain
(4867 ft/ 1483.46 m), one of the
top skiing mountains in eastern
North America, is 13 miles
(20.92 km) from the village.
Lake Placid hosted the Winter
Olympics twice, in 1932 and
1980, and the Olympic facilities
are still in use today. The 1932
and 1980 ice arenas are used by
the
CAN/AM
[Canadian/
American] Hockey Group for
several yearly tournaments. The
arenas are also used for figure
skating shows and other ice
events. The Olympic bobsled run,
one of only four North American
tracks used for international
competitions, is the site of World
Cup races in bobsled, luge, and
skeleton.
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Our guests

Lake Placid. Whiteface Mtn & Lake Placid

Lake Placid. Main Street

Lake Placid. Algonquin Peak & Olympic Center

Lake Placid. Cobble Hill & Mirror Lake
from Main Street

Lake Placid. McKenzie & Moose Mtns

Foreign athletes, tourists, and students with
work visas can be present in the village through-

Lake Placid. Horse show stables

out the year, and they give Lake Placid an international quality that its location and size belie.
Bruce Bertrand,
Lake Placid, USA
Photos by the author
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Our creative pupils
Exhibition of pupils’ art works

The pupils of the 2A grade the winners of National Contest

“I perceive the world!”

The pupils of the 2-4
grades - the participants
of Olympiad on Russian

Excursion to the Film Studio and History Museum
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Projects. Investigations

It’s necessary to take care of our health. If
you are strong in health, you will be able to
learn well, to have an interesting hobby, to
spend free time with your friends, to travel
much, to achieve the goals you dream. As a result you will become a really successful person.
What to do to be healthy? To our mind the best
way to keep fit and stay healthy is sport. There are
many opportunities for keeping fit. First of all it is
necessary to do exercises. Running, jumping,
swimming, bending and stretching are among the
most popular exercises. Many people prefer jogging, which is the cheapest and the most accessible
sport. Walking is a very popular activity, too. A
healthy body becomes a fashion, an ideal of the life
of today.
We conducted a survey among our schoolmates. 50 students from 5-6 grades took part
in the survey. We asked our schoolmates some
questions about their attitude towards sport
and healthy way of life.
According to the results of the questionnaire,
about 90% of our students do morning exercises.
72% of respondents eat healthy food (buckwheat,
rice cereal, fruit and vegetables, fish, meat), 24%
- try to do it. Only 6% of our schoolmates don't go
in for sport. The most popular sports of our
schoolmates are football, volleyball, karate, sport
dancing, athletics, skiing, hockey, tennis, golf,
sambo, rowing. 85% of students often take part in
sport competitions. Most of them have medals
and honorary diplomas of the winners. They believe that sport helps them to be healthy and successful.
Lera Bayankina,
Sofia Rogozhina, 6B
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Our translations
Alice's Adventures in
… First, she tried to look down and make out what
she was coming to, but it was too dark to see anything; then she looked at the sides of the well, and
noticed that they were filled with cupboards and bookshelves; here and there she saw maps and pictures
hung upon pegs.
She took down a jar from one of the shelves as she
passed; it was labeled 'ORANGE MARMALADE', but
to her great disappointment it was empty: she did not
like to drop the jar for fear of killing somebody, so
managed to put it into one of the cupboards as she
fell past it.
'Well!' thought Alice to herself, 'after such a fall as
this, I shall think nothing of tumbling down stairs!
How brave they'll all think me at home!
Why, I wouldn't say anything about it, even if I fell
off the top of the house!' (Which was very likely true.)
Down, down, down.
Would the fall NEVER come to an end!
'I wonder how many miles I've fallen by this time?'
she said aloud. 'I must be getting somewhere near
the centre of the earth.
Let me see: that would be four thousand miles
down, I think - ' (for, you see, Alice had learnt several
things of this sort in her lessons in the schoolroom,
and though this was not a VERY good opportunity for
showing off her knowledge, as there was no one to
listen to her, still it was good practice to say it over) ' yes, that's about the right distance - but then I wonder
what Latitude or Longitude I've got to?' (Alice had no
idea what Latitude was, or Longitude either, but
thought they were nice grand words to say.)
Presently she began again.
'I wonder if I shall fall right THROUGH the earth!
How funny it'll seem to come out among the people
that walk with their heads downward!
The Antipathies, I think - ' (she was rather glad
there WAS no one listening, this time, as it didn't
sound at all the right word) ' - but I shall have to ask
them what the name of the country is, you know...

…Сначала Алиса попыталась посмотреть вниз и
понять, куда она прилетит,
но было очень темно, чтобы
разглядеть что-либо; потом
она стала рассматривать
стены колодца и заметила,
что всё было заполнено
ящиками и книжными полками; тут и там она видела
повешенные на колышки
географические карты и картинки.
С одной из полок Алиса
схватила банку. Она была
подписана "Апельсиновое
варенье", но к огромному разочарованию - пуста: Алиса не хотела кидать банку вниз, чтобы не убить кого-то.
Ей удалось положить банку в один из ящиков.
"Хорошо! - сказала себе Алиса, - после такого падения я нечего не подумаю после того, как упаду с лестницы! Что же мне скажут дома? Может, даже если
упаду с крыши – нечего не сделают! (Что выглядело
очень правдоподобно)."
Ниже, ниже, ниже... Неужели это никогда не кончится!? "Интересно, сколько миль я пролетела к этому
времени?" - сказала она вслух. "Сейчас я должна быть
где-то около центра Земли. Думаю, пролетела я около
4000 миль (Алиса изучила что-то в этом роде на своих
уроках и думала, что это не лучшее время, чтобы показывать свои знания, так как у неё не было ни одного
слушателя, но это являлось хорошей практикой). Да, я
правильно определила расстояние, но на какой я сейчас параллели и каком меридиане? (Алиса не имела
понятия о том, что это, но ей показалось, эти слова
хороши для произношения).
Вскоре она начала снова. "А что, если я пролечу
насквозь всю Землю? Было бы здорово! Ведь я бы оказалась среди людей, которые ходят вверх ногами. Думаю, они Антипаты (она была рада, что её никто не
слушает потому, что это слово звучало как-то неправильно). Но мне ведь пришлось бы спрашивать их, в
какой мы стране"…
Александра Мавлетдинова, 6А
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Our translations
Wonderland by Lewis Carroll
The only things in the kitchen that did not sneez
e, were the cook, and a large cat which was sitting
on the heart and grinning from ear to ear.
'Please would you tell me,' said Alice, a little ti
midly, for she was not quite sure whether it was
good manner for her to speak first,
'why your cat grins like that?'
'It's a Cheshire cat,' said the Duchess, ‘and that’s
why… Pig!'
She said the last word with such sudden violenc
e that Alice quite jumped; but she saw in another
moment that it was addressed to the baby, and not
to her, so she took courage, and went on again:
'I didn't know that Cheshire cats always grinned;
in fact, I didn't know that cats COULD grin.'
'They all can,' said the Duchess; and most of
them do.’
'I don't know of any that do,' Alice said very pol
itely, feeling quite pleased to have got into a conversation.
'You don't know much,' said the Duchess; ‘and
that’s a fact.’
Alice did not at all like the tone of this remark,
and thought it would be as well to introduce some
other subject of conversation.

… На кухне не чихали только повариха и большой кот с улыбкой до ушей,
сидевший на камине.
- Пожалуйста. не могли бы вы мне
объяснить, - немного стесняясь спросила
Алиса, так как не была уверена, правильно ли начинать разговор первой, - почему
ваша кошка улыбается?
- Это Чеширский кот, - ответила Герцогиня, - вот почему... Свинья!
Последнее слово она произнесла с
такой внезапной злостью, что Алиса подпрыгнула; но она поняла, что это адресовано ребёнку, а не ей, поэтому девочка
решила продолжить:
- Я не знала, что Чеширские коты
всегда улыбаются; я вообще не знала, что
кошки умеют улыбаться.
- Они всё могут, - сказала Герцогиня,
- и большинство из них это делают.
- Я ничего такого не знаю, - вежливо
сказала Алиса, довольная тем, что вступила в разговор…
Марина Главизнина, 6А

by Anastasia Guseva, 6B
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Contests. Olympiads
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Our Achievements

School Online-Contest

"Summer is a small life"
was held in our school in September October, 2017. Students from 4-10 grades
took part in it. You can see their compositions and presentations on the site of the
contest - http://konkurs.pedmix.ru/345 .

The winners of the contest
Kirill Khvoshch, 4D
Golotova Vika, 4D
Smelkova Eva, 4A
Akulinichev Alexandr, 4C
Starkova Vasilina, 4C
Skrabnevskaya Nastya, 6A
Pasyutina Elizaveta, 10A
Babar Ivan, 6C
Voronin Igor, 9A
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Alice
A very kind, trustful

Cheshire cat
Mysterious, insane, happy,

To be continued...
The Mad Hatter
A crazy, wacky hatter who

The White Ra
The White Ra

